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FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK
A new year is upon us, we have many exciting Club programs ready to go.
Apart form the regular meetings and the S&T’s, a sub-committee is looking at
holding an exhibition which will give Members an opportunity to show off the
product of their labours as well as having the potential to attract new people to the hobby
(and new members to our Club).
As always, I implore you to let me have material for the newsletter, it cannot survive without
your input.
happy modelling

Tom
Kevin Hudson’s
“Beagle” was the
centre of attention
at the November
meeting.
The displays were
followed by socialising at our “end of
year” function.

SMSC COMMITTEE
(for 2012-13)
Your Committee members for 2012/13 are as follows, you are welcome to make contact for
Club business at the email address indicated.
President:

Mike Barton

president@smsc.org.au

Vice-Pres:

Harry Goedings

vicepresident@smsc.org.au

Treasurer:

Mario Nolasco

treasurer@smsc.org.au

Secretary:

c/- President

Public Officer

Gary Renshaw

Commitee:

Christine Barton (Assist. Secretary)

publicofficer@smsc.org.au

Michael Bennett (Resource Co-ord)
Peter Law (Membership Secretary)
Gordon Pusey (Webmaster)

webmaster@smsc.org.au

Tom Wolf (Newsletter Ed.)

chatterbox@smsc.org.au

Richard Keyes (ANMM Liaison)
Leon Griffiths (Research Officer)

NEXT MEETING
The next meeting of SMSC will be at 7:30pm on
Tuesday, 5 February 2013
at the Peter Doyle Learning Centre, ANMM at Darling Harbour unless
otherwise notified.
Members are encouraged to bring projects for display and discussion.
The next meeting after that will be on Tuesday, 26 March 2013

WEEKEND S&T’s
The next weekend S&T will be one held at 10am on
Saturday, 23 February 2013
at the home of Tom Wolf, 17 Weonga Rd, Dover Heights (Ph: 0411 339 590)
This S&T will actually be a “flagmaking workshop”.
Morning tea and ricepaper will be supplied, those attending are requested
to bring their own acrylic (or other) paints and small brushes.
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A VOTE OF THANKS
AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL
MARITIME MUSEUM
We have been fortunate to have the facilities of the Peter Doyle Learning Centre for our club
meetings during the past 12 months, and it is only appropriate that this first SMSC Newsletter for 2013 we acknowledge this special relationship and that a vote of thanks is given to
ANMM with the hope that our relationship will continue and flourish well into the future.

A VOTE OF THANKS
MODELLERS SHIPYARD
For the second time in 2 years the Club’s finances have been greatly assisted by conducting a Christmas raffle, with the prize being kindly donated
by Modellers Shipyard … Thank you, Gary!

MODELLING HINTS
We will publish modelling hints from time to time, you may already be familiar with this hint,
but we hope others may get benefit from it.

Profile Template:
Bits needed: corrugated cardboard, nails.

Push nails partly into corrugations
in the cardboard

Press hull shape into the template

Fix nails with superglue

Label the template, it is now ready for use.

Useful in making a cradle for your model.
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NOVEMBER MEETING AND S&T
Report by Tom Wolf
The meeting resolved that at the regular meetings, S&T will be conducted
with reviews of one model or other item at one time, so if you have any models to display please contact the Club Secretary and indicate your intention to
display, you will be advised the order in which your model will be displayed
on the evening. This will enable each display to receive the attention that it
deserves. A sub-committee was also appointed to investigate and report on the possibility of
an exhibition during the second half of 2013.
There were 4 items brought along for S&T on the
night:
Richard Keyes brought along his finished
“Ramblin’” (for more of a write-up of this model
please see the article on this model in Issue #5 and
on pages 7 and 8 of this Newsletter).

Kevin Hudson exhibited his “Beagle” (which
has been the subject of many previous articles)
and we have followed its progress with great
interest. Even though the model looked virtually
finished to those of us around the display table,
Kevin says that there are many more months of
work before he will be satisfied.
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John Edwards brought along 2 models for display, the “Berlin” and the “HMS Victory” and
these models brought about lots of discussion
among the Members present.
The “Victory“ is a Jotika model from England.
Scale 1:72; Length 1385mm; Height 940mm;
Beam 525mm. John says this model is a dream
of a model to build, everything is included with
heaps of etched parts in copper and 2,764 copper
plates for the hull. 3 books of instructions and 18
sheets of plans. This model is the Trafalgar version. So far he has been building it for 2 years
and properly another 12 months to go. John says
that this kit is not for a beginner.
The model ship “Berlin“ is a kit from Corel 1:40
scale. Built in Zealand in 1674 and it became part
of the Brandenburg fleet until 1688. The model is
a single planked hull and difficulty would be 3 on
a scale of 1 to 5. This model is John’s “in between” model when he is not building the Victory
or needs a break.
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HMS VICTORY’S FIGUREHEAD
Over its history HMS Victory has sported a number of figureheads, but what is not generally
known is that at the time of its launch (and up to its 'large repair' undertaken between 1801
and 1803 ) the HMS Victory’s figurehead was not the current Coat of Arms figurehead so
well known to modellers
The original figurehead of
HMS Victory when she was
built in 1765 stood a staggering 24 feet high and over 18
feet broad, the sheer weight
of wood needed to create
this monster of a carving is
difficult to imagine. A 1/4
size replica of the original
elaborate 1765 figurehead
can be seen in the Victory
Gallery at the Royal Naval
Museum opposite the ship.
This first figurehead replica was photographed by Tom Wolf on his visit to Portsmouth in
2006 and it is in the process of being faithfully reproduced as a small-scale model by our
master carver Janos Nemeth who exhibited his work in progress at the November meeting
(more of Janos’ carving in a later issue).
HMS Victory's current figurehead is a faithful replica of the figurehead which was fitted during the ship's 'large repair' undertaken between 1801 and 1803 carved in 1801 by George
Williams at a cost of £50 and was a feature of the ship at the Battle of Trafalgar
The design comprises two cupids supporting the royal
coat of arms surmounted with the royal crown. The arms
bear the Norman French inscription of the Order of the
Garter: Honi Soit Qui Mal Y Pense. Translated this
means: Shame to him who evil thinks.
At the time of George III, the royal coat of arms still included the escutcheon of Hanover. This is clearly evident by the white horse and Hanoverian crown at the
centre. Each cupid wears a coloured sash: the starboard
figure, blue; the port figure, red. These colours indicate
that the two figures represent a Seraphim (red), and a
Cherubim (blue).
We know from Midshipman River's personal report that
during the Battle of Trafalgar the starboard Cherubim
had its leg shot away, and the port Seraphim, its arm.
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MODEL REVIEW
RIGGING “RAMBLIN'“
by Richard Keyes
I have often thought about making a
model with the rigging terminating
up in space before it reached mast
top level. The “Schooner for Port
Jackson” kit proved to be the ideal
model to experiment on. It is a simple rig with two masts to hold up the
"sky" where the rigging ends and
below this level the rigging is nearly
all vertical.
This method would not work well on
a “Victory” model with its multitude
of lines running at many odd angles. It probably wouldn't look very good from an artistic standpoint either. This method is
obviously useful where you want a "rigged "model which will be low enough to fit on a bookshelf. An America's Cup yacht or "J" boat would be a good model for this type of rigging also
with its towering mast which takes up so much vertical space for so little rigging.
To begin with you need a set of rigging plans, to
the same scale as your model, which show both
the side view and fore/aft views. If the kit does
not have them, draw up your own with just the
lines you intend to put on your model. I used the
plans from the original kit which had both rigging views. On these plans draw a horizontal
cut- off line at the height you want the rigging to
terminate. You will have to experiment to find
what ratio of length to height looks good for your
model. Next you need a sheet of clear perspex
to act as the "sky".
I used 4.5mm thick perspex as it needs to be
thick enough so it won't sag at the ends. It must
be cut to the exact length and width as the base on which the model is mounted minus just
enough to allow it to fit snugly inside the case, say 1-2 mm. Cut the masts so that their top
ends are level once they are installed on the model and the model is secured on its mounting.
Position the sky on top of the masts being sure that the base and the sky are in perfect vertical alignment.
(cont.p.8)
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You must be able to drop the perspex case
down over the top sheet of perspex and
have it meet the edges of the base board
exactly. Mark where the masts and the sky
meet and drill a hole in the top end of each
mast for studs to hold the sky in place.
Then drill holes in the perspex sky to match
these studs. Alternatively you could lathe
the studs as part of the mast.
Before removing the protective paper or film from the perspex, measure where each line of
rigging crosses your cut-off line. This is done by measuring on the horizontal reference line
on the plans from the centre point of each mast and then marking each crossing point on the
protective film. With adequate plans you can measure both fore and aft as well as thwart ship
measurements. You can also measure the angle at which each line bisects the top sheet of
perspex and make a simple cardboard template for each angle. Using these templates as
guides, drill a hole for each line while the protective film is still in place. One bit will do for all
the holes or preferably you can use different bits for the different size rigging lines. Take care
that hot drill bits do not bind in the holes. Label each hole on the protective film and then remove it. Keep this film handy to use as a guide for matching each line with its proper hole.
At this point smooth all four edges of the sky sheet using increasingly fine sand paper or run
a flame quickly along the edges until they go clear. When you are ready to actually rig the
model, place the sky piece on top of the masts with the studs engaged in their respective
holes. As a safety measure, temporarily attach an upright piece of wood or the like at each
end of the base board to hold the perspex sky steady.
From here on it is just a matter of attaching the rigging to the hull as you normally would and
extending the lines up through the appropriate holes. Tension each line, secure it with a touch
of superglue and cut it off flush with the top of the sky sheet. Quite simple really, centering the
sky and measuring the case height are the most challenging parts.
When ordering the case, carefully calculate the height so that the inside measurement of the
case is the same as the height to the top of the sky. If you have measured correctly, the case
will fit snugly over the sky and keep it from moving in any direction. The sky and the top of the
case should just touch when the case is
firmly settled on the base.
A single masted ship model could be rigged
in this manner if a vertical sheet of perspex
or some sort of vertical columns were
mounted at each end to keep the extremities
of the sky from drooping. Also, with end
pieces to support it, a thinner 3 mm sky
could be used.
My cases are made by City West Plastics in
Rydlemere, NSW
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